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Genetic classification of world languages

- Warning !-- this page may be controversial! The genetic classification of languages - i.e. knowing how to link languages - is currently an area of linguistics that has the most controversy and arguments (often uncivilized). I'll do my best to explain what's even controversial, before going to genetic classifications that seem to me more
reasonable at this point in time. How it all started the serious classification of languages pretty much started with European Indo, although even before that, there was work on other language groups. How was indo-European discovered? Sir William Jones, the British judge in India, compared the lists of the same words in Arabic, Hebrew,
Sanskrit (ancient language in India and Hinduism), Avicián (ancient Persian, now spoken in Iran), classical Greek, Latin, Gothic (the Germanic language that removed Rome), ancient Irish, and Turkish. Jones was no more than comparing words in languages, but through this, he discovered that with the exception of Arabic, Hebrew (which
are related to each other), and Turkish, all languages were linked to each other. European Indo-European today is very acceptable - no one doubts its existence - but the methods that this family found are the same methods that are criticized today. This happened because of what happened with the study of Indo-European in the 19th
century. After discovering European India, many people began to study languages, and began to find regularity in the differences between words in languages. Later still, they began to rebuild proto-Indo-European, a language that led to all European Indo-European languages. Since European India had already been discovered, no one
needed to classify languages, and they began to believe that the classification of languages involved rebuilding, when reconstruction was really something to be done after comparing languages and classifying them. This is a brief summary of the controversy. For more details, and an excellent introduction to historical linguistics and
language classification, I strongly recommend the origin of the language: tracking the evolution of the mother tongue by Merritt Rohlin. Now, the genetic classification of the world's languages. Back to the world's languages guide. Return to languages and languages. Write to me! February 2, 1997 In linguistics, language classification is the
compilation of relevant languages in the same category. There are two main types of language classification: genealogy and qualitative classification. [1] Genealogy (or genetic) classification of languages is compiled by diachronic link in language families. [2] In other words, languages are grouped based on how they are developed and
developed throughout history, with languages that come from a common ancestor on the same date. Family. Classification of the main material: Language classification languages are grouped according to their structural and functional features. See also the genetic relationship list of language families references ^ linguistics - language
classification. Encyclopedia Britannica. Accessed September 19, 2020. ^ Language science: analytical versus synthetic languages. ELLO (English and linguistics online). Accessed September 19, 2020. This article on the language is a rule. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte retrieved from a range of related languages through the
proportions of a common ancestor see also: a list of contemporary distribution language families (map 2005) of the world's major language families (in some cases geographic groups of families). This map includes only primary families, i.e. branches are excluded. For more details, see The Distribution of Languages on Earth. Language
family is a group of languages associated with the lineage of common ancestral language or parental language, called proto language for that family. The term family reflects the tree model of language genesis in historical linguistics, which uses a metaphor that compares languages with people in a biological family tree, or in a later
modification, to species in the Philogintic tree of the evolutionary classification. Linguists therefore describe the daughter's languages within a linguistic family as genetically relevant. [1] According to Ethnologue there are 7,117 living gift languages distributed in 142 a different language families. [2] Living language is simply a language
currently used as a basic form of communication for a group of people. There are also many dead languages, or languages that do not have native speakers living, and extinct languages, which have no native speakers or descendant languages. Finally, there are some languages that have not been sufficiently studied to classify them,
and perhaps some are not even known to exist outside their own speaking communities. Language membership is established in the language family by researching comparative linguistics. Sister languages are said to come from a common ancestor. Speakers in a language family belong to a common rhetorical community. The
difference in the primary language to the daughter's languages usually occurs through geographical separation, with the original speech community gradually evolving into distinct language units. Individuals from other speech communities can also adopt languages from a different language family through the language change process. [4]
Genealogy-related languages provide joint retention; That is, features of proto language (or reactions of these features) that cannot be explained by accident or borrowing (convergence). Membership in Or a group within the language family is established through shared innovations, i.e., the common features of those languages that are
not found in the common ancestors of the whole family. For example, Germanic languages are Germanic in that they share vocabulary and grammatical features that are not thought to have existed in proto-Indo-European. These features are believed to be innovations that occurred in the Germanic Proto, descendant of proto-Indo-
European which was the source of all Germanic languages. Family structure family language families can be divided into smaller vilogic units, traditionally referred to as family branches because the history of the language family is often represented as a tree scheme. The family is a mono-sensitive unit; (Thus, the phrase family is similar
to the [college material]. Some classifications restrict the term family to a certain level, but there is little consensus on how to do this. Also the sister language of this fourth section, then the two sister languages are more closely related to each other than that common ancestral language proto. The term total or large family is sometimes
applied to proposed groups of linguistic families whose status as philoginic units is generally unsubstantiated by acceptable historical linguistic methods. For example, Families of English as Celtic, Germanic, Slavic, Oblique, and Indo-Iranian are branches of a larger family of Indo-European languages. A remarkably similar pattern is
shown by the linguistic tree and the genetic tree of human pay[5] which has been statistically validated. [6] The languages interpreted in a localised of the considered fluogenic tree of human languages quite vertically (by a origin) insa to horizontally (by spatial publication). [7] The main article continua dialect: The continuing dialect of
some linguistic families is coherent, and many branches within large families, take the form of a continua dialect that has no clear boundaries that make it possible to clearly define, define, or count individual languages within the family. However, when the differences between the discourse of different regions at the extreme of the
communication chain are so great that there is no mutual clarity between them, as in Arabic, continuity cannot be viewed meaningfully as a single language. A variety of speech can also be considered either language or Tone depending on social or political considerations. Thus, different sources, especially over time, can give different
numbers of languages within a particular family. The Jabonic family's classifications, for example, range from one language (a language that isolates dialects) to nearly twenty languages - until Ryukyan is classified as separate languages within a Gaboan family rather than Japanese dialects, and Japanese itself was considered an
isolation of the language and therefore the only language in its family. Isolating the main article: The isolation language of most of the world's languages is known to be relevant to others. Persons with no known relatives (or only those with initial family relationships) are called language isolation, which is mainly language families consisting
of a single language. There are an estimated 129 language isolationknown today. [8] An example is the Basque. In general, it is assumed that the isolation of the language has relatives or relatives at some point in its history but in a very large time to compare the language to recover it. It is usually misunderstood that language isolation is
classified as such because there is insufficient data on the language or documentation. This is not true because language isolation is classified based on the fact that enough is known for isolation to be genetically compared to other languages but no common ancestry or relationship with any other known language has been found. [8] The
isolated language in its own branch within the family, such as Albanian and Armenian within European Indo-India, is often also called isolation, but the meaning of the word isolation is usually clarified in such cases with a rate. For example, Albanian and Armenian can be referred to as isolation between India and Europe. On the contrary,
as far as it is known, the Basque language is an absolute isolation: it has not been proven to be associated with any other modern language despite numerous attempts. It is also known that Mabodonis is the mapuche language of the Araukanian family in Chile. It can be said that the language is currently isolated but not historicalifying if
the related relatives but now extinct are testifying. The Aquitane language, which was spoken in Roman times, may have been a precursor to basque, but it could also have been the sister language of the Basque scoundrel. In the latter case, the Basque and Aquitaine community form a small family together. (Grandparents are not
considered privileged members of a family.) Proto languages main article: Proto language can be considered proto language as the mother tongue (it should not be confused with the mother tongue, which is one that a particular person has been exposed since birth[9], being the root of which all languages in the family stem from. The
common grandfather of the language family is rarely known directly since most languages have relatively Record the date. However, it is possible to restore many features of the Proto language by applying the method of comparison, a reconstructive procedure reached by the linguist in the 19th century Of August Schleicher. This could
indicate the validity of many of the families proposed in the list of linguistic families. For example, the isolated common ancestor of the European Indo-European family is called proto-Indo-European. Proto-Indo-European does not witness from written records and so it is speculated that it may have occurred before the invention of writing.
Other classifications of languages this section does not mention any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced materials may be challenged and removed. (September 2012) (Learn how to remove this template message and when) Sprachbund main article: Sprachbund common
innovations, obtained by borrowing or other means, are not considered hereditary and have no effect with the concept of family language. It has been emphasized, for example, that many of the most striking features of the desired languages (Latin, Oskan, Umbrian, etc.) may be ahartic. However, the changes are very similar in the
systems of long vowels in Western Germanic languages to a large extent after any possible idea of innovation in the Proto language (and can not easily be seen as areal, either, because English and Continental West Germanic were not linguistically domain). In a similar vein, there are many similar unique innovations in Germanic, Baltic
and Slavic that are likely to be far more abominable traits than to be traceable to a common Proto language. But legitimate uncertainty about whether shared innovations are attributes, coincidences, or inheritance from a common ancestor leads to disagreement over the appropriate subdivisions of any large linguistic family. Sperkhbond is
a geographical area with several languages with common language structures. The similarities between these languages are caused by communication with the language, not by accident or common origin, and are not identified as criteria for defining the language family. An example of spruce is the Indian subcontinent. [10] Languages of
communication are key articles: mixed language and Creole language the concept of language families is based on historical observation that language dialects develop, which over time may vary into distinct languages. However, linguistic ratios are less pronounced than the usual biological ratios, where species do not multiply. [11] It is
more like the development of microbes, with extensive lateral gene transfer: far-reaching languages may affect each other through language communication, which in extreme cases may lead to languages with any one ancestor, be it creole or mixed languages. In addition, a number of sign languages have evolved in isolation and appear



to be No relatives at all. However, such cases are relatively rare, and most of the languages that attest to this can be unequivocally classified as belonging to one or another language, even if the family's relationship with other families is unknown. Communication in the language can lead to the development of new languages from a
mixture of two or more languages for the purposes of interaction between two groups speaking different languages. Languages that are created in order for two groups to communicate with each other are called to participate in trade or colonization in the name of Bedins. Pidgins are an example of language when it causes linguistic
communication and cultural expansion. However, communication with the language can also lead to cultural divisions. In some cases, two different groups speaking regional language may feel their language and do not want to make any changes. This leads to language limits and groups in a connection that is unwilling to make any
concessions to accommodate the other language. [12] See also the background colors used in Wikipedia for different families and groups of Afro-Asian nilo-saharan languages? Niger - Congo Khoisan (areal) Indo-European Caucasian (areal) Ural Dravedian Alatić (areal) Yusperian (areal) Chinese Tibetan Hmong - Min Kra - Dai
Austroasia Australian Ostronis (areal) Australian (areal) Andamanese (areal) Eskimo - Alyut Aljic Uto-Azte nacan-dini (The Dené-Yenisian?) America (areal) Creole/Pidgin/Mixed Language Isolated Sign Language Unclassified Language Built-In Endangered Language Death Language List of The Revival of World Languages Language
System ISO 639-5 List of Languages Families List Languages List of Languages List of Languages By The Number of Native Native Speakers of Proto Language Language Proto-Human-Language Language Unclassified Language Language Father Language Hypothesis Language ^ Bruce M.; Levine, Diane B. (2015). A brief
introduction to linguistics. Routledge. P. 340-341. Number 1317349288. Accessed January 26, 2017. ^ How many languages are there in the world?. Races. May 3, 2016. Accessed May 3, 2020. ^ What are the biggest language families?. Races. May 25, 2019. Accessed May 3, 2020. ^ Dimandal, Grete. J. (2011). Historical linguistics and
comparative study of African languages. John Benjamins Publishing. P. 336. NUMBER ISBN 9027287228. Accessed January 26, 2017. ^ Hen, b.M.; The united states of The United States, the United States of The United States, the Great human expansion. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. 109 (44): 17758–17764.
Bibcode:2012PNAS.. 10917758H. Doi:10.1073/pnas.1212380109. JSTOR 41829755. PMC 3497766. PMID 23077256. ^ Cavalli-Sforza, L.L.; The refore, the need for a more coordinated and coordinated and coordinated action is needed to make the united states the most important source of information. Transfer of genes and languages
revisited. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America. 89 (12): 5620–5624. Bibcode:1992PNAS... 89.5620C. JSTOR 2359705. PMC 49344. PMID 1608971. ^ Gill-Man, M.; Rohlin, M. (10 October 2011). Origin and evolution of word order (PDF). Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. 108
(42): 17290–17295. Bibcode:2011PNAS.. 10817290G. Doi:10.1073/pnas.1113716108. JSTOR 41352497. PMC 3198322. PMID 21987807. ^ A.B. Campbell, Lyle (24 August 2010). Language isolates their history, or, what's strange, anyway? Annual meeting of the Berkeley Linguistics Association. 36 (1): 16–31. Doi:
10.3765/bls.v36i1.3900. ISSN 2377-1666. ^ Bloomfield, Leonard. Language ISBN 81-208-1196-8 ^ Joseph, Brian (2017). Balkan Sprüchbond (PDF). linguisticsociety.org. Archive (PDF) from the original in 2017. Accessed October 2, 2020. ^ List, Johan-Mays; Nelson-Sathi, Shigol; Geisler, Hans; Martin, William (2014). Lexical borrowing
networks and lateral gene transfer in language and genome evolution. Piasis 36 (2): 141-150. doi:10.1002/bies.201300096. ISSN 0265-9247. PMC 3910147. PMID 24375688. ^ Languages in Touch | American Language Association. www.linguisticsociety.org. See it on October 2, 2020. Boas, Franz (1911). Booklet of Indo-American
Languages. Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 40. Volume 1- Washington: Smithsonian Institution, U.S. Bureau of Ethnology. Redmak 0-8032-5017-7. Boas, Franz. (1922). Guide to Indo-American Languages (Volume 2). Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 40. Washington. C: Government Printing Office (Smithsonian Institution,
U.S. Bureau of Ethnology). Boas, Franz. (1933). Guide to Indo-American Languages (Volume 3). Collection of Native American legal materials, address 1227. Glockstadt: J.J. Ogsin. Campbell, Lyle. (1997) Indo-American Languages: Historical Linguistics of Native America. New York: Oxford University Press. Redmak 0-19-509427-1.
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